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THE GE-74 MOTOR
!

The GE-74 is essentially a new type of
railway motor, embodying in its construction

the best features of both the box and split
frame.type of General Electric motors. The

motor may properly be called a GE split box
frame motor.

In the construction of this motor

embodied the results of years of the widest

are

frame and a larger lower frame which are

bolted togethei*. The lower frame has two

large openings at the ends; these openings
have bored seats into which frame heads

carrying the armature shaft bearings
bolted.

are

m The axle bearing caps are bolted to ver

tically planed surfaces on the lower frame.»

QE-74 railway motor

experience in the manufacture of railway
motors. It is confidently believed that the

The laminated pole pieces are inclined at

angle of 45 degrees to the horizontal and

are bolted to the interior pole cores by
through bolts with nuts on the outside of the

frame. The through bolts are readily renewed
in case they break or the threads become

injured, and the outside nuts may be easily
reached with a wrench.

Forged bails are cast into the frame to

acihtate handling the motor and planed

osses on the four bottom corners permit the

desEed’^° set up in exact position when *

of /"’■^.'^'sions for ventilation and inspection
interior of the motor are very com¬

an

GE-74 motor represents the highest develop
ment yet attained in the design of the smaller
and intermediate si-’es of motors, and that it

'●will unquestionably receive appreciati rec#'● ve
'  ognition from all users of this class of

tus.

-

appara-

In the following pages will be found a
description of the motor with a statement of
its advantages.

MAGNET FRAME
i,

The magnet frame is octagonal in shape
and is divided, in a horizontal plane consider
ably above the center, into a smaller upper

(

i
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The opening over the commutator is
closed by a malleable iron cover with a felt

gasket and the cover is held in place by a
quickly adjustable cam locking device. There

is an opening below the commutator and two
openings in the sloping sides of the frame at

the pinion end. These openings are closed

by malleable iron covers which may be
removed to permit greater ventilation when
ever the service conditions are favorable.

The armature and field leads are brought

through rubber bushed holes at the commuta
tor end of the motor on the side next to the

The frame head castings have large oil

wells into which oily wool waste is packed
and comes in contact with a large surface of

the armature shaft through an opening in the

low pressure side of the bearing linings.

The linings are unsplit bronze sleeves,
finished all over, with a thin layer of babbitt
metal soldered to the interior bearing surface.
The babbitt furnishes an ideal bearing surface

and is so thin that it will not allow the

armature to rub on the poles in case it is

melted out by overheating.
Oil is prevented from entering the interior

small,

other type of bearing equal to this has ever
been placed on a railway motor.

The axle linings are held in place by cast
steel caps which are tongued and bolted to
planed and grooved vertical surfaces on the

lower frame. Large oil wells are cast in the

caps and are packed with oily wool waste

which comes into contact with a large surface

of the axle through openings in the bearing
linings. As with the armature shaft beari

Wide experience indicates that no

ogs,

ing to a minimum the tendency of the motors
to flash when the

current is intermittently
interrupted at high armature speeds and
voltages.

The mummified type of field coil is used.
The coil is made in two sections and is wound

on suitable forms with copper ribbon, insu
lated between turns with asbestos ribbon.

The sections are separated and insulated by
mica board. The formed coil is then wound

with special insulating fabrics, thoroughly

1

GE-74 RAILWAY MOTOR WITH TOP OF FRAME LIFTED OFF
'a; ●

OE-74 RAILWAY MOTOR WITH ARMATURE LIFTED OUT OF FRAME

the method of lubrication is similar to that
used for standard M.C.B. journals.

The GE-y., motor is constructed with

very liberal wearing surfaces. The i -

taped and treated in a vacuu

armature

shaft bearing at the commutator end is 3^^" in
diameter and 6^" long, and at the pinion end
is P/b," in diameter and 834" long, q’he axle
hearing linings are 10^" long and a maximum
axle of i,., diameter may be used.

field coils

Special attention has been given to the

design of the fields with the object of reduc-

Ganges of pressed sheet steel
laminated
coils in

of the motor by oil deflectors which throw it
into large grooves cast in the heads, from
which it is then conducted away.

This form of bearing s fully equal in
simplicity and reliability to the standard

M.C-B- journal bearing. The method of

lubrication and treatment is practically the
same and the boxes are reached through large

hand holes protected by swing covers, held in

place by a spring. Records show that in
elevated railway service, armature shaft bear
ings of this type have run I37>°°° miles with

out renewal of the linings. The amount of

oil required for the bearings is exceedingly

truck bolster. This arrangement reduces to
a minimum

the truck .swivels in rounding curves.

the movement of the leads when m process which

thoroughly fills the spool with an insulating
and hardening compound.

The construction of the spool makes it

solid and compact and well adapted to radiate

heat. The insulating material used makes it

pracUcally waterproof. In case of injury,
repairs are easily made,

or support of the coils and
against

protection

i'BEARINGS

The frame heads are made of malleable

iron cast in one piece,

large and long bearings without sacrificing
other desirable features of construction, the

heads are made conical in shape, and extend

under the commutator shell and pinion-end

armature core head. This construction forms

a support for the bearing linings which is very

strong and rigid.

In order to secure

t

otiong spool

against the

pole pieces and sec u ely clamp the
place when the pole pieces are bolted in.

chafing in service,

 bearI
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mechanical losses, keeps it unusually cool. A
strong point in the construction is that ventil

ation is effected without sacrificing necessary
protection to the armature windings.

d34J-4 The GE-J4 Motor
BRUSH-HOLDERS

COMMUTATORARMATURE
The brush-holders, two in number, are

made of cast bronze and have two carbon

brushes per holder. The brushes slide in

finished ways and are pressed against the

commutator by independent fingers which

give a practically uniform pressure through
out the working range of the brushes. The

arrangement of the springs actuating the

fingers is such that there is but slight pres

sure on the pins on which the fingers pivot.

This prevents any tendency of the fingers to
stick on the pins and reduces the wear to a
minimum.

There is a “pigtail” or shunt between

the fingers and the brush-holder body to pre

vent current passing through the springs or
pivoting pins.

The brush-holders are adjustable to

allow for wear of the commutator. They are
clamped on mica insulated studs, sliding in
finished supports which are bolted to the
frame. This method of insulating brush-

holders was developed by the General Electric

Company some years ago and has been applied

to a number of types of GE motors with

marked success. There is a great advantage

in using the highest quality of insulating

material which is not injuriously affected by
heat or moisture.

Conforming to the standard practice of
the General Electric Company, the commuta

tor segments are made of hard drawn cop
per, insulated throughout with the very

best grade of mica,

built up and pressed hard and compact in
steam molds. The segment mica is made

of a somewhat softer quality, with the

view of making it wear down evenly with the

The cone micas are

The armature has three coils per slot.

The coils are wound on accurately shaped

forms and in steam molds pressed in units of
three coils each with insulation between

adjacent coils. These triple coils are insula

ted with specially prepared fabric, which has

been developed by the General Electric Com-
As aafter exhaustive experiments.pany

GEAR, PINION AND GEAR

CASE

The gear is made of a superior grade of
cast steel and the pinion of forged steel,

e.xtra hammered, to improve the quality of the

metal. The gears have a 5J4" face and a No.

3 pitch. The teeth are accurately cut by

tools specially designed for doing this work.
The gear case is made of malleable iron

and is of an improved design. Radiating from
the points where it is attached to the motor

frame are strengthening ribs to prevent the

case from cracking. Both the top and bottom
halves of the case are bolted to the lower

niagnet frame,

gear case is not affected by lo'-
other parts of the

tion of the case is dy

the liabi :y of ’ -aiva^ is e
mum. S ""ccessful has jeeu th*

of susp ii ' op ation of

With this construction the

bolts in
bra-

>  *-hat

r an-

ent
1-

chod

■cral
Electric . le 1. .rs that this featu e s
considr-ec in the construction
of the GE-74

final protection, principally from mechanical
injury, the coils are taped and then fi lled with
a special compound.

The windings are especially well pro
tected from carbon dust, oil or mechanical

copper. I
Much care is taken in the construction of

7’he coned surfaces arethe commutator,
machined with extreme care and cleaned to

i
^ '.f

)*-

i
SUSPENSION

PARTS OF QE-74 RAILWAY MOTOR VENTILATION

In the construction of the GE-74 motor,
special attention has been given to the matter
of ventilation. As previously mentioned, there

a number of openings in the magnet
frame, and in service which will permit of it,
the covers may be left off, thus securing a
free circulation of air between the exterior
and interior of the motor.

The armature is
when turni

into the interior of the core and expels it along
the exterior. So well ventilated is the arma
ture that it becomes a powerful blower at full
speed, and the large volume of air passing
through it in addition to small electrical and

are

constructed that
it draws a large volume of air

so

mre>»

The motor is supported on the truck b
means of a suspension bar whicl bolted t
lugs cast on the lower frame. B) ..
of the small upper frame, the armature is
completely exposed. If then, the frame head
bolts and the upper half of the gea; se ? '
removed, the armature together with
frame heads may be lifted out, leaving other
parts of the motor still intact as assembled cn
the truck. To protect the fi eld coils from
injury, pins set in the four corners of the
^Pper frame act as guides when assembling
and form legs upon which the frame is set
when removed.

wie

Motors may be mounted on

prevent possible short circuits, while the
creepage distances are made long to prevent
grounding.

The excellent commutating qualities
of the motor, together with the good
construction of the commutator and deep
segments, insure a long life for the com
mutator.

The pinion-end core head extendsinjury,
out under the end windings, with a flange

d -ig up past the ends of the coils. The
at both ends are covered with a

exte
.,,.iamgs ●  . ●

I
strong canvas dressing securely bound in place.

Following a long established practice of
the General Electric Company, no bands are
allowed to project above tbe armature core.
Some years ago a special device was developed
for securing the ends of the band wire.s, inde
pendent if solder. Armature bands and
windings on General Electric railway motors
never come off because of insecure or insuffi
cient binding.

f

V

1 he commutator shell and cap are made
of cast steel and these parts are extremely
strong. Tlie segments are clamped very
tight and the cap is pressed down securely in

before tightening thean hydraulic press removed from a truck from a pit, but are
preferably handled from above when the truck

or

commutator nut.
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assistance, and long experience has indicated

that co-operation is mutually beneficial.

The blank form shown on page 8 will be
gladly furnished to prospective customers.

Speed, torque and efficiency curves of
the GE-74 motor with various gear ratios,
corresponding to gear ratios given in the
table, will be found on pages 9 to 13. These

curves are convenient for general reference.

The diagram of the motor showing exter
nal dimensions and axle preparation on page

14, will enable truck builders and car manu

facturers to adapt trucks and cars for the

proper reception of the motor.

complete and careful analysis of the problem.
The General Electric Company carefully

tests each type of motor for efficiency, T''R
losses, core losses, friction losses, speed,

commutating capacity, etc., at various voltages

and amperes.
Exhaustive tests are made to determine

the capacity of the motor to dissipate heat

under operating conditions. For this pur-

'  pose motors are put into actual service on the

company’s experimental track (more than two
miles in length) and run day after day over a

wide range of known service conditions, care
ful temperature measurements being taken,
until, sufficient data is obtained to show what

temperature different parts of the motor will

reach, not only with various total losses, but
with various distributions of these losses.

Possessing such complete information

covering all the characteristics of a given type
of motor, the Company’s engineers are in a
position to determine with much assurance

the adaptability of the motor to handle any
specified service. The problem then becomes

not a matter of guesswork, but of calculation.

As the power required to operate an

equipment affects not only the heating of the
motors, but also the total amount and cost of

power for operating the road, careful calcula
tions are made to determine the most suitable

characteristics of a motor for a given service
and the most economical gear ratio to use.

The possibilities for saving power by careful
design and proper selection of gear ratio are
much greater than ordinarily appreciated.

As the reputation of its motors and the
interests of its customers are involved in the

selection of motors, the General Electric

Company desires to aid and co-operate with

customers in selecting motors adapted for
their service. To this end, customers are

furnished with blank service data sheets to fill

out, showing the character of the service
which it is desired to operate. The General

Electric Company’s great experience in th'®
class of work enables it to render valuable

tion, protection from mechanical injury, etc.
All of which will commend the motor to

practical users of this class of apparatus.

is out from under the car, no pit being
required.

WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS

RATINGGeneral dimensions and weights of the
GE-74 motor will be found on the motor

suspension diagram, page 7, and weights of

equipments on page 14.

On account of the electrical efficiency

and good ventilation of the GE-74 motor, its

capacity for continuous service is high. The

motor is rated at 65 H.P. based on a tem

perature rise by thermometer of not more
than 75 degrees C. above the surrounding air
after one hour’s run at 500 volts, the tem

perature of the surrounding air not exceeding
25 degrees C.

This method of rating has been in use for

a number of years, and while it does not
necessarily give an exact measure of the

capacity of a motor to perform all classes of
service, it is a convenient and now well under

stood rating which conveys an approximate

idea of the relative sizes of motors sufficiently
close for general use. In addition, a motor

run at this rating will receive a thorough test

of commutation, bearings, brush-holders', heat
ing, etc.

4

m m
ADVANTAGES

The GE-74 motor as a type possesses a

umber of advantages, some of which may be

briefly summarized as follows ;
The bearings of the GE-74 motor are

practically identical in design with the bear
ings of General Electric box frame motors,
and in common with them show great supe

riority in method of lubrication as affecting
the life of bearings, cost of maintenance and
cost of lubrication.

n

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT IN
POUNDS

Motor complete with geaf and gear
case

Double motor equipment, complete,
with two K-28 controllers . ..

Double mote

with Typ>.
.ster coiu,v)llers

quipment, complete,
control ,^nd two C

lotor equipment, complete, \Fou

3,534

8,318
he construction of A"* GE-74 motor

perm of the use of a sup design of gear
case. aecase’" three p .,ts of sus nsion.
r-^th tt. top and bottom half of the ●
’  'fed the lower m-'-net
p^'ssib

onipr-b’

e are

"his being
. split con-

VVitn this form of

■n the

u \ C t i

.  .C.

CGuier
. j

9,0c

,  bolts, other than
.

■0”twe
E'our-mo’ equ.pm

Type M co'^trol and m C-o
ter ontrolicrs    .

'Onip >
t J'

The predetermination of the capacity of
a motor to perform a given service is a prob
lem, the solution of which necessitates a com
plete knowledge of the mechanical, electrical
and thermal characteristics of the motor.
Knowing these characteristics, it is possible
to calculate the losses in a motor while
forming any specified service. There is but
one way of determining how hot a motor will
run with these losses, and that is by reference
to actual tests of the motor under the
or similar service conditions.

Manifestly, the heating of a given motor
in service depends absolutely on the charac
ter of the service and consequently no reliable
estimate can be made of the necessary capac
ity, or characteristics of the motor for success
ful operation, without a complete knowledgi*-?^^'
of the operating conditions. The weight ot' '●
car or train, schedule speed, location and num- .
ber of stops, duration of stops, profile and
plan of road and voltage are necessary for a

per-

same

,
th

on, the 1
'  ̂ar case bcits, does not in an way affect
. gear case suspension. Excessive vibration

of the case is prevented and a strong and
rigid construction secured.

The design of the motor makes it very
convenient to handle and especially so when
trucks are taken from under the car and the

//; .
3nu

GEAR RATIOS
CHARACTERISTIC CURVES, ETC.

Gear ratios with characteristic letters and
numerals corresponding with two turn arma
tures and 70.5 turn fields, are as follows:

work done on the floor, without the use of a

●  . ●i
pit.

i Charai-ter
istic AO.The motor as a type is economical in

space and consequently permits the use of
large factors of safety. The large bearing
sufaces, size of bearings, width of gear case,
good ventilation, etc., should be noted. At
tention is called to the good commutation,
high efficiency, low core loss, low PR Mss,
high free running efficiency, good ventilation,
superior brush-holder construction, large
commutator, deep segments, superior insula-

Classifi cationPinion Gear RatioGear

4.56 GE-74-A- 6
GE-74-A- 7
GE-74-A- 8
GE-74-A- 9
GE-74-A-10

16 8473I 3.6819 8570
3.04'22 8667

ti 2.5625 8764
2.1328 8861

,1

1'
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DATA FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

FOR RAILWAY EQUIPMENTS Gsnera/E/ectric Co.

En^/nesr/'n^ Dept.

ArfoCor

Char'octer/3t/c A/o.S-4
Railwayon the

I
MOTOR CARS : (Open or closed)

Weight of empty cars and trucks not including electrical equipment

Length of car over all, Length of car body. Seat

Capacity with standing load,

TRAIL CARS: (Open or closed)

Weight of empty cars and trucks

Length of car body,

No. of trail cars handled by motor car.

tons (2000 lbs.) Length o

Capacity with

Hours during

Seating capacity.

.tons (2000 lbs.)

t:ing capacity.

If open car give number of benches,... GE-74-A-6

f car over all,

 standing load

 which trail cars are D
k

operated.
.It)

.0
b

At max. voltage the approx, max. speed desired on level is

Max. line voltage is

Time (excluding layovers) required to make round trip
 miles.

Dista ;e round trip in'' ity service
...*.iiles.

Ayf'rage number of stops on round trip in city service is  Suburban is

miles.

Average line voltage

 minutes. Leng

.  Min. line voltage is

miles. Suburban miles. In

66HP. oc/Cput at //3 PJ/np./npat
\/o/ts at motor term/na/s SOO

D/ameter of car iAr/?ee/33

/Jrmature 2 tarns. P/e/a' 70. Starns

P/n/on /6. Gear 73 Rat/o ̂ .3<5

is

th round

o
.X
Vlb .
'D

k
Q p■D11 Jk<b k

Dtrip U .Skterurban

/oo TH
^600Intel Ui n is 4530 ef/'c/enc^

(It is assumed that the average duration of stops will be 10 seconds each.)

Have motor cars single or double trucks
Number and duration of layovers, if any.

Diam. of ear wheels is? 400080 40 7inches. 7X ●

7 /35003570 7

/
7

300030GO 7x.
Grades : Underscore grades which cars both ascend and decend in round trip.

Length in ft. % Length in ft. L%Length in ft. ! % Length in ft. %

Z50O2550

\ength in ft. % 200080,40

/500/J30-I *

I—
7

7/ooo/o20

$
5005/O

Remarks (Particularly in reference to character of service not covered by previous questions.) GE-74-7-6O OO
20 '^O GO 00 /OO /20 /40 /GO /SO 200

Etmperes

O

ft
83ep./303.SignedDated,.

By
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Ftco!/wdY Motzor~
'StUd A/o <96

Ger-ier-a/ Electric Co

S'nc^ir-teer-ir-iq OepC
Motor

Charocter/st/c A/o.Q5

Genera/Electric Co

Er>^/neer/nj^ OejDt.

GE-74-A-7 GE-74-A-8

o
LjX0 o kklc:

e ci k
u u

66H.P output crt 7/3 Mmp. input
i/o/ts crt motor term/ncr/s SOO

Dr arm e ter of car ivhee/ 33

/Armature 2 turns. F/'eid 70.Sturns

Pinion /3. Gear 70.Patio 3.6S

0
1Cs;

Io CA
lb

iij
i 05 M.P OdCDot: an i/3 Arnp. mpuE

\/o/ts crt rriotzor term/na/s, 500

JOionneter or cor iArtiee/, 33

2 tarns. Eietd 7’C’. 5 tarns

P/nion 22.Gear 62. Ftatio 3.0-‘^

lb .kvjk
lb IJ■kl0

(
■kj
I

k>
jc3

k
0.

lblb
k m<0 k)o ) kj.bk

lbk >0o m
0 IIb

Cl
■0.- NJ

50 3000rCOlOO
I IA 5 22003090

30 23008060 30

35 210020
70 350035

I
30 '80060

60 JO JOOO

25 tSOO50
25 250050

20 1200■20
30 20 2000

/5 90030

«  . ●I
150030 /5 1

rO 60020/O /OOO20

I

9  300to/o 5 500

o ooo oo
O 20 60 80 too 120 tfO 160 180 200

AmperesO 20 20 60 30 /OO 120 140 160 i30 200
Pmperes a Sep r903SSep./003. i

I

i
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/?a/A'VO^ Motor
C/^arocte/~/stic A/o. 87

/?a/7wo^ Motor
Char act sr/\st/c A/o 88

Osnera/E/ectr/c Co

/fhp/r eor/rp Oopt.
Oonera/E/ectnc Co.

£r)jp/r>oor/r>^ Dept.

GE-74-A-9
● ’ ● GE-74-A-1 O

VJ

u
€)-5/i.P output at //3 Mmp. /nput
Vo/ts at motor term/na/^ <500

D/'crmGtGr oC car ov/igg/ 33 "

MrmoturG Z turns, /^/g/c/ 70.3turns

P/n/on 23. OGar <52. Pat/o 2.3<5

>5 ■D

k <6 VJU
66H.P output at 7/3 Mmp./nput
Vo/ts at motor term/no/s 300

OiometGr of car iat/igg/ 33
PrmaturG 2 turns. PigIc/ 70.3turns

P/'n/on 28. Goar G/. Pat/o 2 /8

Ks: <b0 A’ kN.
.0■o s:ku

0
\■u 0<bQ

d k . C ■u) dj u
(

u <0 k■o
3.djs; ■ok >0 k

d k0..d)
O

■o lk ■o
>0u
djn: 'Ok I60 2400

\i
2200 220070

/OO 60 2000 200065too
1

90 45 /300 60 /80090

I80 40 /600 55 /60080I

/40070 35 50 /40070

/20030eo 45 /20060

25 /OOO tooo50 4050

20 80040 35 80040

600
# . ●

/530 30 60030

/O 40020 25 40020

5 200/O 20 200/o
o o o /6 O0

40 60 SO too /20 /^o /60 /SO 200
Pmperes

O 20 40 60 60 /OO /20 /40 /60 /80 200

amperes

O

33ep./903. 83ep/303.

1
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50/1' h:Ir-
-j-'/eV-''#-

! ^-1 I’ ^ >4I
Term/no/Ground SIi

I
.E I ja.4

Canter Lina
oEArmaLureM«-

Center Line
or Ax/emI

TT I

.  I3^' l . iV-4

K-.^4. «l.4^-+3it.-6|- 5“

O

§—24i- m
0/0/77 or Ax/e 701. >r.C 1 /

j/Sbo;|<- 6|'->|1 .
■

r3^
 +5|-

 ̂e'Between rim'shed Hubs —
"^4-4 /* rnrmn

-i
JO

Dimensions of unnnishedparts are suiyect to a smai/ variation
^ Weight of Pinion and Gear change with ratio of Gearing

Weight of Motor comp/ete without ax/e gear and case 3119 Lbs.
»> Armature and Pinion (20 teeth)

Ax/e Gear (Q9 teeth)

* 645
240

M

* 9 9 99

Gear Case ' _  /7599

O

Oori 1 s
T3>r

13 ^ —>1^/0^
,J2 5I I-*

-jh'f f
H .^3'f

S'
ft*ft.

in\so
L§

1
1 u-i L l-M_L d' .. \I \\
t

Bo/ts /J ;f 4^^4

DIMENSIONS OF OE-74 RAILWAY MOTOR

i -
k  ' _ —' a. «■
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Helena, Montana, Power Block.

Minneapolis, Minn., Phoenix Building.

DENVER, COLO., Kittredge Building.

Salt Lake City, Utah, 25 East First South Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Crossley Building.

Los Angeles, Cal., Douglas Building.

Portland, Ore., Worcester Building.

FOREIGN:

«  .

Foreign Department,

Schenectady, N. Y., and 44 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

London Office,

83 Cannon Street, London, E. C., England.

For all Canadian Business,

Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd.,

Toronto, Ontario.
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